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Class:

ILROB 1220 001-LEC Introduction to Organizational Behavior

Department:

ILR: Organizational Behavior ( ILROB )

Year - Session:

2013 - 6-Week

Instructor:

Krause, V. (vk237)

Evaluations Submitted: 13 of 15 - 87% of class
Statistics for ILROB 1220 001-LEC
Question

Responses Avg Stdev Min Max

How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?

13

4.69

.48

4

5

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?

13

4.92

.28

4

5

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?

13

4.54

.78

3

5

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal
credit hours?

13

3.69

.95

3

5
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How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other
instructors?

13

4.23

.83

3

5

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with
other classes has been:

13

4.46

.66

3

5

My overall opinion of this class is:

13

4.46

.78

3

5

Responses

View
responses

10

View responses

Improvements to the class (if any) should include:

6

View responses

How could we have made your registration easier?

7

View responses

Beyond Summer Session, what did you find appealing about Cornell and/or
Ithaca?

10

View responses

How did you learn about Cornell's Summer Session?

10

View responses

What were the factors in your decision to take a Summer Session class at
Cornell?

8

View responses

Would you recommend taking Summer Session class to a friend? Why or why
not?

9

View responses

Please give us your overall evaluation of the Cornell University Summer
Session?

8

View responses

Question
The aspects of this class I valued most were:
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The aspects of this class I valued most were:
a relaxed atmosphere
Group work and communication enable me learn many things
This class was interesting to me and I enjoyed how the professor was very organized with everything and
explained everything extremely well.
In class activities
I enjoyed the lively lecture and participation from my classmates. Verena's teaching style is friendly and
informative. We've covered a great deal of material this summer.
Connecting concepts learned in class to the workplace.
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Having the professor actively engage us in class participation every day by asking/using real life scenarios
involved with organizational behavior.
Participation
I appreciated the logical presentation and the well reasoned format of the lectures.
I really enjoyed how she was able to place all the concepts we learned in class in real situations. By doing so, I
was able to understand the material more and really immerse myself in the subject matter.
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Improvements to this class (if any) should include:
More details can be added, since the content now is very facial. I want to know more about strategies in
leadership ect.
I cannot think of any improvements.
More activities to engage the class and address concepts.
Having more group work/team projects during class because they were fun and not stressful since the
assignments were creative. My favorite group work we did was the murder mystery case because it made us
use our analytical and organizational behavior skills to deduce who the killer was.
I feel there could have been more discussion about the topics, although there are constraints like time and
knowledge stopping this from happening.
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Class:

ILROB 1220 001-LEC Introduction to Organizational Behavior

Department:

ILR: Organizational Behavior ( ILROB )

Year - Session:

2013 - 6-Week

Instructor:

Krause, V. (vk237)

Evaluations Submitted: 13 of 15 - 87% of class
View class statistics
1 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 4

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5
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Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 5

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 4

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 4

5 = very favorably

Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 4

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 4

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

The aspects of this class I valued most were:
a relaxed atmosphere

View responses

How could we have made your registration easier?
it's already very convenient now

View responses

Beyond Summer Session, what did you find appealing about Cornell and/or Ithaca?
environment.
How did you learn about Cornell's Summer Session?
From the website of my university

View responses

View responses

What were the factors in your decision to take a Summer Session class at Cornell?
wanna experience education system of American university Cornell is so well-known
Would you recommend Cornell Summer Session class to a friend? Why or why not?
yes. it's a good opportunity to experience the education difference between two countries.
Please give us your overall assessment of the Cornell University Summer Session
great

View responses

View responses

View responses

May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
No
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2 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 5

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 5

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 5

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 3

5 = very favorably

Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 4

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

Beyond Summer Session, what did you find appealing about Cornell and/or Ithaca?
the activity, the concert, the resources in the librart, the environment,
How did you learn about Cornell's Summer Session?
great, enhance both in knowledge and experience.

View responses

View responses

What were the factors in your decision to take a Summer Session class at Cornell? View responses
cornell is an amazing university, I always want to study here, maybe in the future as a master if I am working
hard enough.
Would you recommend Cornell Summer Session class to a friend? Why or why not?
absolutely would

3 of 16
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May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
Yes, but I wish to keep my quote anonymous.
3 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 4

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 4

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 5

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 5

5 = very favorably

Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 4

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 4

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

The aspects of this class I valued most were: View responses
Group work and communication enable me learn many things
Improvements to this class (if any) should include: View responses
More details can be added, since the content now is very facial. I want to know more about strategies in
leadership ect.
How could we have made your registration easier?

View responses
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I think registration is just fine for me.
Beyond Summer Session, what did you find appealing about Cornell and/or Ithaca?
natural food is so good
How did you learn about Cornell's Summer Session?
I leart very well

View responses

View responses

What were the factors in your decision to take a Summer Session class at Cornell? View responses
I was very curious about what American university life is like, and I really want to visit this famous and beautiful
compus.
Would you recommend Cornell Summer Session class to a friend? Why or why not?
Definitely yes! This summer session is fantastic
Please give us your overall assessment of the Cornell University Summer Session
I think this course is very worth to learn

View responses

View responses

May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
Yes, and my name is: Chen Ziyue
4 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 5

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 5

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 3

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 5

5 = very favorably

Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 5
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Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

The aspects of this class I valued most were: View responses
This class was interesting to me and I enjoyed how the professor was very organized with everything and
explained everything extremely well.
Beyond Summer Session, what did you find appealing about Cornell and/or Ithaca?
That it was close to home.
How did you learn about Cornell's Summer Session?
Cornell informed me.

View responses

View responses

Would you recommend Cornell Summer Session class to a friend? Why or why not? View responses
Yes because it is a great way to get credits out of the way to lighten the course load in the fall.
Please give us your overall assessment of the Cornell University Summer Session View responses
It is a very rigorous session that packs in a lot of information but is worth the participation.
May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
No
5 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 4

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 4

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 3

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 3

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
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1 = very unfavorably

Student - 3

5 = very favorably

Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 3

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 3

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

Beyond Summer Session, what did you find appealing about Cornell and/or Ithaca?
Cornell is beautiful and peaceful during the summer.
How did you learn about Cornell's Summer Session?
Letter

View responses

View responses

May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
Yes, but I wish to keep my quote anonymous.
6 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 4

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 4

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 3

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 3
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Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 4

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 3

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
Yes, but I wish to keep my quote anonymous.
7 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 5

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 5

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 3

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 4

5 = very favorably

Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
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1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

The aspects of this class I valued most were:
In class activities

View responses

May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
Yes, but I wish to keep my quote anonymous.
8 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 5

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 5

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 3

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 5

5 = very favorably

Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

The aspects of this class I valued most were:

View responses
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I enjoyed the lively lecture and participation from my classmates. Verena's teaching style is friendly and
informative. We've covered a great deal of material this summer.
Improvements to this class (if any) should include:
I cannot think of any improvements.

View responses

How could we have made your registration easier?
No problems with registration.

View responses

Beyond Summer Session, what did you find appealing about Cornell and/or Ithaca?
Outdoor activities.

View responses

How did you learn about Cornell's Summer Session? View responses
Originally, I was a TA for a summer session course years ago.
What were the factors in your decision to take a Summer Session class at Cornell?
Interesting topic. Free tuition.
Would you recommend Cornell Summer Session class to a friend? Why or why not?
Yes, I recommend classes to fellow Cornell employees on a regular basis.
Please give us your overall assessment of the Cornell University Summer Session
The summer session is excellent.

View responses

View responses

View responses

May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
No
9 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 5

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 3

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 3

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 4
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Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 4

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 4

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

The aspects of this class I valued most were: View responses
Connecting concepts learned in class to the workplace.
Improvements to this class (if any) should include: View responses
More activities to engage the class and address concepts.
How could we have made your registration easier? View responses
There is nothing you could have done at all. I was pre-enrolled, so it doesn't get any easier than that.
Beyond Summer Session, what did you find appealing about Cornell and/or Ithaca?
The environment and social events.

View responses

How did you learn about Cornell's Summer Session? View responses
I learned that it was a much needed program to help me transition to college.
What were the factors in your decision to take a Summer Session class at Cornell?
I was required to attend.

View responses

Would you recommend Cornell Summer Session class to a friend? Why or why not? View responses
Yes. It is a wonder experience and a great opportunity to get acclimated with new people and earn some credits
for the fall.
Please give us your overall assessment of the Cornell University Summer Session View responses
An enriching opportunity that is filled with wonderful memories, opportunities, and experiences.
May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
Yes, and my name is: Israel Irizarry
10 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 5

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
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1 = poorly

Student - 5

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 5

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 5

5 = very favorably

Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

The aspects of this class I valued most were: View responses
Having the professor actively engage us in class participation every day by asking/using real life scenarios
involved with organizational behavior.
Improvements to this class (if any) should include: View responses
Having more group work/team projects during class because they were fun and not stressful since the
assignments were creative. My favorite group work we did was the murder mystery case because it made us
use our analytical and organizational behavior skills to deduce who the killer was.
How could we have made your registration easier? View responses
We could have gotten to pick what time the class started and basically allow us to create our own time-slots for
each class (allow us to choose what time we wanted to have class).
Beyond Summer Session, what did you find appealing about Cornell and/or Ithaca? View responses
The view and scenery or Ithaca were definitely appealing because it was so cool and peaceful to look at in the
afternoon.
How did you learn about Cornell's Summer Session? View responses
I learned about Cornell's Summer Session when I came to Cornell for Diversity Hosting because that was when I
found out what PSP actually entailed.
What were the factors in your decision to take a Summer Session class at Cornell? View responses
1)How it would benefit me in the long run giving up my summer to study at Cornell and get an education. 2)
Just being familiar with the campus and getting to meet new friends know the ins and outs of Cornell.
Would you recommend Cornell Summer Session class to a friend? Why or why not? View responses
I would because it is not just a great learning experience, but all the friends and good times you will make at

12 of 16
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Cornell are worth giving up the 6 weeks.
Please give us your overall assessment of the Cornell University Summer Session
It was a beneficial, supportive, and fun experience over the entire 6 weeks.

View responses

May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
Yes, but I wish to keep my quote anonymous.
11 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 5

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 5

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 3

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 5

5 = very favorably

Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

The aspects of this class I valued most were:
Participation

View responses

May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
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Yes, but I wish to keep my quote anonymous.
12 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 5

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 5

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 5

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 4

5 = very favorably

Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

The aspects of this class I valued most were: View responses
I appreciated the logical presentation and the well reasoned format of the lectures.
Improvements to this class (if any) should include: View responses
I feel there could have been more discussion about the topics, although there are constraints like time and
knowledge stopping this from happening.
How could we have made your registration easier? View responses
It could have been more accommodating to international students.
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Beyond Summer Session, what did you find appealing about Cornell and/or Ithaca? View responses
I greatly enjoyed the sense of community and school pride. This seemed to feed into a collective feeling that we
would all succeed together.
How did you learn about Cornell's Summer Session? View responses
I learnt that it was incredibly diverse, and there were many viewpoints that were interesting to listen to.
What were the factors in your decision to take a Summer Session class at Cornell? View responses
I wanted to make a head start in college and to get a sense of what it would be to attend university in the
United States.
Would you recommend Cornell Summer Session class to a friend? Why or why not? View responses
I would recommend the programme only to friends who are academically serious, because it is a large time
commitment outside of the school year.
Please give us your overall assessment of the Cornell University Summer Session View responses
It was a fantastic overall experience, and I felt I achieved what I came here to do. It is very demanding, in a lot
of ways, but I liked that about it.
May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
Yes, and my name is: Rory Welsh
13 of 13 evaluations
How well did the instructor organize the presentation of the material?
1 = very disorganized

Student - 5

5 = well organized

Average - 4.69

How willing was the instructor to give help to students requesting it?
1 = very unwilling

Student - 5

5 = very willing

Average - 4.92

How well did the class meet its stated objectives?
1 = poorly

Student - 5

5 = very well

Average - 4.54

How did the amount of work compare with other classes carrying equal credit hours?
1 = much less

Student - 3

5 = required much
more

Average - 3.69

How did the teaching skills of the instructor in this class compare with other Cornell instructors you
have had?
1 = very unfavorably

Student - 5

5 = very favorably

Average - 4.23

The value of this class as a part of my general education, compared with other classes, has been
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1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

My overall opinion of this class is
1 = very low

Student - 5

5 = very high

Average - 4.46

The aspects of this class I valued most were: View responses
I really enjoyed how she was able to place all the concepts we learned in class in real situations. By doing so, I
was able to understand the material more and really immerse myself in the subject matter.
Improvements to this class (if any) should include:
None!

View responses

How could we have made your registration easier?
I'm PSP-- no registration

View responses

Beyond Summer Session, what did you find appealing about Cornell and/or Ithaca?
The beauty of the campus was just breathtaking.

View responses

How did you learn about Cornell's Summer Session? View responses
I was invited through the mail to participate in the program.
What were the factors in your decision to take a Summer Session class at Cornell?
Take advantage of getting ahead on credits.

View responses

Would you recommend Cornell Summer Session class to a friend? Why or why not? View responses
Yes. I loved the class, I thought it was extremely informative, captivating, and useful for overall knowledge.
Please give us your overall assessment of the Cornell University Summer Session
I loved the class.

View responses

May we quote a portion of your evaluation for publicity purposes?
Yes, but I wish to keep my quote anonymous.
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